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ABSTRACT

Every human in this world need a safer home to make sure their lives not in the danger. That's why more application is been applying to the house to make sure a better home. Some of the application that add to make sure the house safer is automated window that will shut when raining is coming. For the door, voice recognition can be added to make sure nobody than the speaker can enter the room.

Voice recognition is a method to make a system recognize the speaker identity. Such systems extract features from speech, model them and use them to recognize the person from his/her voice. Voice recognition is system that recognizing who is speaking and speech recognition is a system to recognizing what is being said. Generally these two terms are frequently confused and voice recognition is used as a synonym for speech recognition instead. The main contribute of this project is to recognize the speaker voice and activate the motor that represent any application that can be apply. Matlab (Mathematics Laboratory) will be use to recognize and analyze the people's voice and if the voice wave match the sample in the template, the control circuit, PIC microcontroller circuit, will activate the motor. This project has great potential since everybody need a comfortable house.

This project is start by researching the simple voice recognition that available in open source. After getting the system that suitable with the project, learning session will be start before building and testing the system. In the same time, the PIC motor controller also will be build. The PIC system is not a very difficult to build as the information is easy to get in internet, book and journal. But for the for the voice recognition it is a little bit hard to create the system although there is some application or past studies about it. The objective of the project is to show the simulation the motor movement via voice command. But in the end, only the PIC motor controller and voice recognition is been
complete. The serial connection between PIC and voice recognition system is been unable to comply because of some problem that cannot be avoided.

This system is start form transferring a human voice which in an analog into the computer to change it into a digital. The wave is been receive by the microphone and than it will transmit it to the Matlab. The wave will be go through some signal processing where the wave will be change from analog signal it into a digital signal. After the signal is been process, the wave that been recorded will be train in Matlab by using Neural Network. This step is to create a template that will be use for the testing the system afterwards. The PIC motor controller is being use to represent any application that can be used for this system.

This project indeed is a very interesting and challenging project in many aspects based on the stated objectives and presented information. Although facing some problem, but I'm manage to finish this project. The system can make a different between the two words that been recorded, process and train inside the Matlab. The PIC motor controller is also working very well.
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1. Introduction

Every people in this world will always need a safety home. Home need to be safe because it is the place that human needs protection from danger or bad weather. Stone age human live in the cave because they need a safety from beast and bad weather like rain. But the caves are not so safety because it doesn’t have the safety aspect like a door. When human want a buy a house, they will do inspection to all safety aspect like how well the wall, is the door work correctly or even the toilet they will check.

That’s the basic safety factor that human will be inspection when they want to buy a house. To make sure there are more safety in the house, more application need to add to the house for example automated light to make sure the house will be bright even tough the owner are not home at night. This application is famous nowadays and they is some automated is already been build in this world.

This application is add sensor to its application like the automated curtain. When the light is on, the curtain will be close because the sun is already set. Now to make an upgrade to the automated house application, there is need some new application. To open and close every curtain in the house, in case the house is big, it’s to tiring. So there is some upgrade to it by using the remote control or timer to close and open it. Besides
the remote application, one of the other applications can be adding is voice command. By using this application, the human or the speaker can sit and make the curtain close and open by using its voice.

1.2. Problem Statement

To make sure the house is safer place to live, voice command is the one of the best way to make any system safer. Speaker verification is usually used in applications which require secure access. The systems operate with the user's knowledge and typically require their cooperation. Speaker identification systems are more likely to operate covertly without the user's knowledge. This can for example be used to route users to the correct mailbox, identify talkers in a discussion, alert speech recognition systems of speaker changes, check if a user is already enrolled in a system, etc. Now the system that uses voice command can be safer because when come to voice, every person in this world have a different voice. One solution to the crime and illegal immigration problem facing South Africa is the use of biometrics techniques and technology. Biometrics is methods for recognizing a user based on unique physiological and/or behavioral characteristics of the user [6].

1.3. Objectives

The objectives of this project must be clear and achieve to produce a successful system. The objectives are:

I. Make the voice command system can identify and make a different between two words.

The main target of this project is to make sure this system can make a different between two words that been recorded as a template. This template will be use to identify which word that the speaker said.
II. Build a PIC motor controller

In this project, the movement of the motor will be control with the PIC microcontroller. This motor movement will represent any application that can be applied using the voice command system.

III. Connect the voice command system to control motor movement

When all the system is been build successful than it will be connect with using the serial connection.

1.4. Scopes

The scopes should be identified and planned appropriately. The scope is:

I. Research the latest technology in voice command system

Necessary data on the current voice command and PIC microcontroller system for any application was collected by conducting case studies, analyzing journal, book and past researches, visiting local research institute and searching from internet sources which are related to the voice command and PIC microcontroller. From the research survey and data collection, it helps the author to find few important facts which will determine the successful of building this system.

II. Building and Simulation.

In this project, the software used is MATLAB and MPLab. MATLAB is used to design the necessary voice command system while the MPLab will be use to programming the PIC.
III. Building the circuit.

So many researches also must be doing on this section. The electronic part also needs some concentration to build it so the circuit than will be build can work properly.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Introduction

Technology is the main attraction nowadays. The world now are been surround by technology. For example telephone, computers, automation industry and many more. If the technology can be apply to the bigger application like the automation industry, smaller application also must have some technology on it. For example automated house where all the application in the house can be control like closing and opening the door or gate.

One of the technologies in automated house is automated light. The house light will be on in curtain time and that is already been set earlier. There are also some other technology for the household like automated rice cooker, automated gate, or even automated sprinkle.

2.2. Voice Recognition / Speech Recognition

2.2.1. Definition

Voice or speech recognition is the ability of a machine or program to receive and interpret dictation, or to understand and carry out spoken commands. For use with
computers, analog audio must be converted into digital signals. This requires analog-to-digital conversion. For a computer to decipher the signal, it must have a digital database, or vocabulary, of words or syllables, and a speedy means of comparing this data with signals. The speech patterns are stored on the hard drive and loaded into memory when the program is run. A comparator checks these stored patterns against the output of the A/D converter.

Speech recognition (in many contexts also known as ‘automatic speech recognition’, computer speech recognition or erroneously as Voice Recognition) is the process of converting a speech signal to a sequence of words, by means of an algorithm implemented as a computer program. Speech recognition applications that have emerged over the last years include voice dialing (e.g., Call home), call routing (e.g., I would like to make a collect call), simple data entry (e.g., entering a credit card number), and preparation of structured documents (e.g., a radiology report). Voice Verification or speaker recognition is a related process that attempts to identify the person speaking, as opposed to what is being said [8].

Note that strictly speaking there is a difference between voice recognition (recognizing who is speaking) and speech recognition (recognizing what is being said). Generally these two terms are frequently confused and voice recognition is used as a synonym for speech recognition instead. [1]

2.2.2. Voice Recognition

Voice recognition technologies can roughly be categorized as follows from the viewpoint of telecommunications applications.
• Word recognition

Word recognition is the technology to recognize and identify a spoken isolated word among a vocabulary of words. The number of words in the Vocabulary may be small (e.g. up to 10) or very large (e.g. a few thousands).

• Word spotting

Word spotting is the technology to recognize and identify a target word in a continuously spoken phrase. The number of words in the vocabulary may be very small. It is necessary to ignore any words which are not registered in the vocabulary. In this sense, rejection of non-registered words is also important.

• Continuous speech recognition

Continuous speech recognition is the technology to recognize all or multiple words uttered in the form of phrases or sentences. The key technology here is how to integrate the linguistic constraints into the recognition algorithm.

• Speaker recognition

Speaker recognition is the technology to verify that the speaker uttering some words is the same as the one pre-registered (speaker verification), or to identify who among a set of pre-registered persons is the one (speaker identification). Among these technologies, word recognition and word spotting are widely used for practical application [12]. Speaker verification by asking the speaker to utter a pre-registered word can be used for some applications, as well. Continuous speech recognition is emerging as a candidate for user-friendly interface; however its applications are still limited.
One solution to the crime and illegal immigration problem facing South Africa is the use of biometrics techniques and technology. Biometrics is methods for recognizing a user based on unique physiological and/or behavioral characteristics of the user [6]. There are two applications in voice recognition which is voice verification and voice identification. If the speaker claims to be of a certain identity and the voice is used to verify this claim this is called speaker verification or voice authentication. On the other hand, speaker identification is the task of determining an unknown speaker's identity. In a sense speaker verification is a 1:1 match where one speaker's voice is matched to one template (and possibly a general world template) whereas speaker identification is a 1: N match where the voice is matched to N templates.

Speaker verification is usually used in applications which require secure access. The systems operate with the user's knowledge and typically require their cooperation. Speaker identification systems are more likely to operate covertly without the user's knowledge. There are two phase to complete the voice recognition, enrollment and test. During enrollment the speaker's voice is recorded and typically a number of features are derived to form a voice print, template, or model. In the test phase (also called verification or identification phase) the speaker's voice is matched to the templates or models. Voice recognition systems employ three styles of spoken input: text-dependent, text-prompted and text-independent. This relates to the spoken text used during enrollment versus test.

If the text must be the same for enrollment and test this is called text-dependent recognition. It can be divided further into two cases: The highest accuracies can be achieved if the text to be spoken is fixed. This has the advantage that the system designer can devise a text which emphasizes speaker differences. However, since the text is always the same such systems are vulnerable to Impostors. Furthermore, it is not very user friendly if all users have to remember some complex text and in addition it makes the system language dependent.
Another type of text-dependent system uses pass phrases. The user is free to pick a phrase during enrollment but must use the same phrase during test. Most speaker verification applications use this type of text-dependent input. It has the advantage that an impostor must know the pass phrase, which adds a level of security. However, such systems are still vulnerable to tape recorder attacks. To counter this, many systems allow the specification of several pass phrases. Typically, these are answers to questions. During test the system randomly asks the user one of the questions and the user must provide the correct answer. However, the number of different questions is usually rather limited and thus a patient attacker could still attempt a tape recorder attack.

In text-prompted systems the speaker is asked to speak a prompted text. In principle this could be any kind of text. This however complicates the recognition process quite a bit. On the one hand the system knows the text that is being spoken. On the other hand the system must somehow know how this randomly selected text should sound if spoken by a particular speaker. This involves a much more elaborate model than in text-dependent systems where the text is always the same. The typical implementation makes use of digits. During enrollment the speaker is asked to speak a few digit sequences which are carefully selected such that all digits occur equally often. For every digit one speaker-specific model is trained. This has the advantage that only ten such models must be trained. During test a random digit sequence is selected and the corresponding digit models are concatenated into one model per speaker. Since speakers typically do not change languages frequently, such systems can be made language-independent quite easily.

Text-independent systems are most often used for speaker identification as they require very little if any cooperation by the speaker. In this case the text during enrollment and test is different. In fact, the enrollment may happen without the user's knowledge. Some recorded piece of speech may suffice. Since text-independent systems have no knowledge of the text being spoken only general speaker-specific properties of the
speaker's voice can be used. This does limit the accuracy of the recognition. On the other hand, this approach is also completely language independent.

2.2.3. Technology in Voice Recognition

The various technologies used to process and store voiceprints include frequency estimation, Hidden Markov models, pattern matching algorithms, neural networks, matrix representation and decision trees. Some systems also use "anti-speaker" techniques, such as cohort models, and world models [5].

Ambient noise levels can impede both collections of the initial and subsequent voice samples. Noise reduction algorithms can be employed to improve accuracies. Performance degradation can result from changes in behavioral attributes of the voice and from enrollment using one telephone and verification on another telephone. Voice changes due to aging also need to be addressed by recognition systems. Some systems adapt the speaker models after each successful verification to capture such long-term changes in the voice.

Many companies market speaker recognition engines, often as part of large voice processing, control and switching systems. Capture of the biometric is seen as non-invasive. The technology needs little additional hardware by using existing microphones and voice transmission technology allowing recognition over long distances via ordinary telephones (wired or wireless).

2.2.4. Speech Recognition

The ability to communicate with a robot through speech is the ultimate user interface. Speech is one of the human attributes that sets us apart from the rest of the animal kingdom and is considered proof of higher intelligence. When a robot obtains the ability to recognize words, it is well on its way to becoming a true humanoid. Speech